A Very Bavarian Christmas

BOOK CLUB QUESTIONS: Chapters 6-10
AVeryBavarianChristmas.com

CHAPTER 6: Ice Breaker: If you could go to any concert, what would it be?
1. Has anyone surprised you with a lavish gift or have you surprised someone with a gift?
2. Tell about a time that you or someone you know got lost.
3. Is there a part of your heart that you are holding back from God? Why do you think that is?

CHAPTER 7:

Ice Breaker: What is your favorite type/style of music?

1. Like Holly, have you ever fainted before? What were the circumstances surrounding it?
2. What words of comfort would you offer young Holly after her Dad's angry words?
3. Nik is good at bowling. What is something that you are good at?

CHAPTER 8: Ice Breaker: What is the most unusual name you've heard of?
1. Frank's family vacations in Alaska. Where is your favorite place to vacation?
2. How did you feel about Frank's temple kiss at the concert?
3. What line stood out to you the most from the "Everything" song? Why?

CHAPTER 9:

Ice Breaker: Who in your life keeps you laughing?

1. How did you feel about Holly's decision to keep things in the friend zone with Frank?
2. Which actor would you cast to play Frank in "A Very Bavarian Christmas" the movie?
3. What do you think Andy should do to creatively present the house idea to Teresa?

CHAPTER 10: Ice Breaker: What is one of your favorite holiday recipes?
1. Like the "Get Along Shirt," what is a strategy your parents used to help you get along with others?
2. Like Holly, play the "Glad Game" and name 3 things that you are thankful for.
3. The Brigham women have some honest conversation in the kitchen. Is there a conversation you
need to have with a loved one that you've been avoiding?
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Make a playlist of your group's favorite Christmas songs.
Collect canned goods for your local food pantry or a family in need.
Do a recipe swap with your favorite holiday recipes.

